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The first occasions after an injury occurs are the most significant.
This authoritative guidebook, based on course materials utilized by
Crimson Cross chapters over the United States, shows you how to handle
all sorts of first aid emergency.
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SAFENESS Knowledge You Can Trust I bought this to own it with my "get
and go" handbag, in case of an emergency. The Red Cross has taught first
aid and safety for many years, and the info is offered in a obvious and
easy-to-follow format. That is part of my wedding ceremony gift to my
children as I send them off. An excellent reference tool Valuable
information that's well written. Consult the Red Cross internet site for
your products or gov. Five Stars Very great price and well wrote easy to
comprehend. It does not take the place of calling 9-1-1 and qualified
EMTs or the ER nonetheless it can buy you period until help arrives..
Minutes saves lives. This is an outstanding prep for First Aid and ought
. If at all possible, contact the rescue squad instead of drive the
individual to the ER.. This is a superb prep for First Aid and should be
used in every household. I prepare a crisis kit and include this
publication and a sheet of paper for get in touch with numbers within an
emergency. Personally i think confident that easily ever need it, I'll
have the information that might help should I find myself on the scene
of a health or safety emergency circumstance with no "professional"
first responders around. It doesn't have the new CPR help lines but I
remedied that with the addition of an insert. No problem finding topics
and incredibly informative. I would suggest everyone take the Crimson
Cross courses, and use this book as a refresher or reference to keep
your skills clean.com Verbose An excessive amount of fluff, i. While
that is a nicely organized book While this is a nicely organized
reserve, laid out well, I am disappointed that it generally does not
match how I was taught in official Red Cross Professional CPR schooling.
Plenty of pictures to assist you along. I wasn't looking for the basic
safety lectures. It's great but I want it had been a little smaller in
size. Keep for emergencies Bought this for my crisis kit. During
emergencies ie hurricanes, etc we may not have internet which means this
should be handy Red Cross Publication for my emergency kit I bought this
to go with my emergency kit for family members (in case we need to
evacuate for just about any reason) . I simply wanted information on
what to do when someone was harm or hurt.The book is invaluable.e. It
confuses me, therefore i don't read it. Consider just getting an app for
your mobile phone. Overall good course Good overall course to help deal
with wounds, shock, bites, breathing difficulty, and heart disease.,
verbose. Useful Book Good book to have on hand. Seller & Reserve - A+++
A+++ Great book! No problem finding topics and very informative Great
book! Browse it and familiarize yourselves with basic First Aid. Good
book to have in every house. Must have! Boring to read, but lifestyle
saving and lifestyle changing, period! Position there and feeling
helpless if someone is wounded or in peril just isn't a choice.
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